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WTTW Members Demonstrate New, Effective
Playbook for Successful Striking in 2022
What a year it has been over at WTTW.
The two dozen members at Chicagoland’s PBS
station have bargained and ratified a new
agreement, but it was not an easy path to getting a
new deal done.
The Brothers and Sisters at Channel 11 called their
first strike in 70 years to achieve labor peace.
Check out the incredible pictures on Page 7.
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“Chicago Is A Union Town”
IBEW International President Lonnie
Stephenson concludes the 40th IBEW
Convention at McCormick Place in May.
The IBEW and nearly 2,000 members made
their way to the Windy City this last month to
conduct the business of the 40th Convention.
Get a full recap of all of the weeklong
festivities, check out the photos from the guest
speakers and see how our members and their
hard work were recognized on Page 10.
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Business
Manager’s
Report
John Rizzo

Dear Sisters and Brothers,
I realize that it has been some time since our last newsletter. So much has
happened and so much still needs to be done. Remembering a starting point is
always the hardest part.
Let’s begin at about ten months ago. We won three Arbitrations in a row against
WTTW for violating jurisdiction and we were well into bargaining our new contract.
Unfortunately, the company took this as an open invitation for payback and tried to
rewrite almost all relevant sections of our jurisdiction in an effort to decimate the
bargaining unit. We ended up filing an Unfair Labor Practice (ULP) with the Labor
Board. In the end, we lost our case and were forced to bargain with a very
unreasonable negotiating team from management.
After several months, the membership voted down WTTW’s proposals and we
ended up calling for a Strike which lasted for 23 days. This was the first broadcast
strike since the ABC strike back in 1998. It wasn’t pretty, but the members banded
together in the face of losing their health insurance and kept the pressure on the
company. No one crossed the picket line. The Union took the high road and
reached out to begin bargaining again and we came to a fair deal. With the help of
Chicago’s Mayor, WTTW finally agreed to work with the Union to reach a fair
settlement and break the stalemate. Members are back to work with a guarantee to
hire more 1220 members throughout the contract cycle.
The CBS National Agreement was ratified by the membership after two different
bargaining sessions in Philadelphia lasting a little over three weeks. After a grueling
second round of bargaining, a deal was reached securing the future of CBSN work
being done by bargaining unit members along with 3% wage increases. Other
advancements were hard fought and achieved.
On to WGN and NewsNation where negotiations were dragged out for over 11
months only to settle on 2% increases with matching pension increases. Our
bargaining committee fought like angry badgers at the table with up to six
committee members present at different times along with the Union reps. and our
attorney. Nexstar is notoriously cheap and held their position until the very end
which was incredibly exhausting and frustrating to the team, but other
advancements were made to lessen the sting. Overnight premiums were increased,
increases for field photogs, a new jib stipend, and other movement throughout
different areas of the contract.
The IBEW Convention had come to Chicago for the first time in 50 years. President
Joe Biden address the delegates and this was the first time a sitting president had
attended an IBEW convention. Local 1220 was one of the host locals, volunteering
to help at the greeting tables before the start of the convention and shuttling some
of the broadcast Business Managers to McCormick Place. Our members had
worked the Convention providing another flawless show. This was one of several
weeks where we’ve run out of qualified members to work events throughout the
city. Overall, it was a great week of Brotherhood and solidarity.
I realize that I’m only giving the watered down cliff note versions of what has been
happening over the past six months or so, but all of the details wouldn’t fit in this
newsletter. What matters is the results and the results have been good for our
members. We all understand that we facing a recession and inflation costs are
getting out of hand. To continue our upward path of growth, we need to remain
focused on our “A” game at the bargaining table. This comes at a cost.

BUSINESS MANAGER REPORT CONTINUES ON PAGE 6
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Dear Brothers and Sisters:

We may all feel a sense of relief, since several contracts were ratified for video,
sports and TV stations.

President’s
Message
Glenn Hannigan

Please remain ever vigilant in protecting yourselves against COVID. Consider
getting vaccinated and boosted if you have not. It has been proven that
vaccinated and boosted people have endured less grave damage from COVID.
A local union needs funds to operate just like any other organization. We fund
our local by paying union dues. These funds are established by the
membership at a union meeting by majority vote. We all pay these dues and
strive to have them as affordable as possible. IBEW LU 1220 is a democratic
organization, and each member has a voice and a vote. All the LU’s operational
actions are approved by the body. IBEW LU 1220 is and will remain fiscally
responsible.
Honorary Withdrawal or Unemployed Dues, do I need either one?
Seeing corporate, sports, entertainment or contract people, who are not actively
finding booking requests, and then applying for “Honorary Withdrawal”, is
troubling. By the Constitution, “Honorary Withdrawal” is for when one is retiring
from the trade, leaving the trade, or unemployed. Honorary withdrawal means
that you are no longer a member of the union.
Therefore it is unsettling for us to find you on a work schedule for a contractor if
you have been granted “Honorary Withdrawal.” Basically, we wouldn’t expect to
see you around again, if this were the case.
“Unemployed Dues” status is what you need to request. It is inexpensive and
appropriate if you just aren’t getting work hours. You will remain a member of
the union and therefore we can keep you informed of upcoming work.
Also, please keep us aware of your expanded skill sets. All of us working
together help benefit you. Please reach out to our union business agents, Brett
or Steve, to discuss the benefits of “Unemployed Dues”.
Thank you and have a safe and enjoyable summer.

In Solidarity,
Glenn Hannigan
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The Rep Wrap
Brett Lyons & Steve Unterfranz

Upgrade Your IBEW Membership with Pension
Benefits by Joining the International “A”-Team
Whether you’re brand new to the IBEW or you’re thinking
about the end of your working career, its never a bad time to
think about your retirement.
Did you know in addition to all of your current union benefits,
you can sign up to participate in the IBEW’s pension plan and
join the more than 100,000 members currently drawing a
monthly benefit?
While most of Local 1220’s members are “BA” members,
meaning they do not participate in the International pension
plan, roughly two dozen of our nearly 700 members do
contribute into the IBEW’s pension plan as “A” members.
By no means is “A” membership a requirement, but “A”
membership is open to all IBEW members. There are several
perks worth explaining to the non-participants that may be
beneficial in the long run, including life-long monthly pension
payouts for members who are vested and a death benefit to be
left to a loved one should the unfortunate occur.
Payout amounts for “A” membership recipients were recently
discussed at the 40th IBEW Convention. By 2023, for every
year of participation, the IBEW will pay $5.50 per year every
month towards your pension.
Contributing to the IBEW pension plan is an additional $20 per
month paid to the International. That number will increase to
$23 a month by summer 2023.
In most cases, after roughly 4 years of drawing the pension
once retired, members will have collected more in payments
than they contributed to the fund during their active years.
In addition to receiving a pension upon retirement, “A”
members who hold their upgraded memberships for at least 6
months also are eligible for death benefits ranging between
$6,250 and $12,500 depending on the cause of death - natural
or accidental respectively - to be left towards a named
beneficiary. Retired members are also eligible for no less than
a $3,000 benefit to be left towards a surviving loved one.
Becoming an “A” member is as simple as filling out a
Beneficiary Designation Form, which we have on file here at
the 1220 hall, and paying a one-time $2 administration fee
which will count as the difference in upgraded status for the
first month as an “A” member.
For more on “A” membership and all of its perks, the IBEW
Pension Benefit Fund is described in further detail within
Article XI of the IBEW Constitution.
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Member News
New Members (since 01/22)
Frank Biondo (Nexstar)
Patrick Charles (The Labor Conn.)
Chris Coyle (Nexstar)
Diamont’e Crockett (Fox Sports)
Andrew Dollison (Nexstar)
Dimitris Dubaris (Nexstar)
Matthew Ellis (LSAV)
Jeffrey Galles (The Labor Conn.)
Fletcher Garrett (WTTW)
Mackail Liederman (Nexstar)
Vincent Maltrese (Program Prod.)
Terry McEachern (Nexstar)
Joshua Montoya (Nexstar)
James Moore (CBS Sports)
Robert Morse (CBS Sports)
Maria Morales-Salazar (Nexstar)
Adam Moyet (CBS Sports)
Daniel Mungin (Nexstar)
Alex Richards (Fox Sports)
Barbara Scott (CBS Sports)
Tim Scott (CBS Sports)
Roderick Stanback (WBBM)
Earl Stockdon (WTTW)
Daniel Toler (Nexstar)
Brian Williams (Nexstar)

Paul Noble Elected as New IBEW Sixth
District IVP at 40th IBEW Convention
Congratulations to International
Rep. Paul Noble (right) who was
voted the Sixth District’s new IVP
back on May 9. IVP Noble should
be a familiar face to WTTW
members as he was on the picket
line numerous times during our
strike. Welcome to IVP Noble!
He succeeds former IVP David
Ruhmkorff, who is retiring this
July. We thank IVP Ruhmkorff for
his many years of IBEW service.

New Stewards
Karen Hendren (Nexstar)
Allen Keefner (Nexstar)
Jackson Smith (CBS Sports / Fox Sports)
Scott Wilson (WBBM)
Marching On!
Juan Carranza, Michael
Cox, Andy Fontana, Jeff
Scheuermann and
Eamon Hegarty pose at
midcourt of the United
Center while working for
CBS Sports and their
coverage of the men’s
college basketball
Sweet 16 and Elite 8
games. Congrats to the
eventual national
champion Jayhawks for
winning the Midwest!
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BUSINESS MANAGE REPORT CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

I am deeply torn by what must come next. There is never a good time for this. For those that have been following
these reports over the years know we’ve cut everything we can cut. I’ve frozen my pay and the pay for some of
our staff as well. Sacrifices have been made. Now we need for all member to join us and help to restructure our
dues. We can’t keep operating at this level given that the costs of everything from utilities to legal fees have
skyrocketed. Our International and our accountants are counseling a shift in our dues structure. We need to
make a fundamental change now. I’ve opened up discussion on the subject for the past four months in the hopes
of helping officers and members understand why this needs to happen. Without this, our Local will suffer which
means representation will suffer. This in turn will cause longer negotiation times, fewer site visits, fewer
grievances advancing to Arbitration, smaller or no bargaining committees to be present at the table, lack of legal
representation at the table… you get the picture.
Over the next few weeks, there will be explanations and data sent out on the bylaw change effecting the dues.
No one, including me, wants to do this, but it must be done. Please see Page 14 for the notice and the changes.

I encourage you to attend the next meeting with your questions before this goes out for a vote. If the Local can’t
make a dues adjustment and the Treasury keeps dropping, the dues will eventually be adjusted for us. If this
happens, the dues will be set higher than what we’re asking. My hope is that we can keep the structure
reasonable and do this ourselves. Our future remains in your hands.
In Solidarity,

WTTW Membership Ratifies New Contract,
Ending 23-Day Strike at Chicago PBS Station

Thank you to Tim Boyd for providing the images on the next page, recapping the Media Day from March.
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WTTW Strike Media Day - March 21, 2022
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New Contract Ratified with Nexstar Media,
WGN-TV and NewsNation Covered Until 2025
Over at Bradley Place, the 200-plus members working
for WGN-TV and NewsNation have voted to accept a
new three-year deal that will expire in 2025.
The largest station group of our Local 1220
membership approved a new agreement in mid-May
that saw respectable wage and pension increases,
combined with a signing bonus and other
improvements. The enhanced monetary gains include
increased meal penalties every year for the next three
years, increased overnight differential, increased
News Center and Feed Room Op rates, increased
News Gatherer rates, a new jib camera daily craft fee
and upgraded sick and vacation time for employees
who are regularly upgraded at work.
Back in March, a less financially fruitful version of this
contract was floated out to the members and was
overwhelmingly rejected. It took strong support and
leadership from the bargaining committee at the
station to let the company know the members were
unhappy with the overall package. Red t-shirt
Thursdays were established by the members for two
weeks until the company made a move that was
ultimately accepted and ratified.
Bargaining started over Zoom in spring 2021 when
most companies had policies about not meeting inperson to conduct business. This presented hurdles in
effective communication and getting timely responses
from the company.
It wasn’t until fall 2021 that we were able to meet faceto-face at the Embassy Suites in Lombard, and the
Nexstar team was available perhaps only once a
month to meet. Because of the length of time this
took, we also included into the agreement a new
provision where bargaining has to begin at least six
months prior to expiration of the current agreement.
Timeliness from Nexstar was an issue this last go
‘round, and the Local now has a measure to prevent
any holdups like that again when we next meet in
collective bargaining.
This agreement, which took almost 11 months to
reach, presented its own unique challenges.
This bargaining session was the first occasion where
Local 1220 bargained with Nexstar as the ownership
group for WGN-TV (we had previously bargained with
the same attorney for the 720AM WGN Radio
engineer contract back in early 2021). The company
had numerous proposals on the table to make the
agreement compliant with their “Nexstar way” of doing
business. The Local’s leadership team fought hard to
ensure the only changes were ones that would be in
the interest of the members.

The second hurdle to clear was introducing
NewsNation into the existing agreement. After careful
review, certain sections of the agreement had to be
divided into station-specific categories. One example
would be vacation tracks for certain groups of
employees that might only work at WGN-TV or at
NewsNation and didn’t float back-and-forth between
the two. Another instance was dividing seniority in
order to ensure fairness between the floors should
layoffs ever occur at either station. At the same time,
certain proposals were crafted to apply to both the
WGN-TV and NewsNation workforces equally. A
tremendous amount of hard work and thought went
into ensuring this agreement covered all of our bases
and set up the membership for years to come.
Finally, the new agreement received an update to the
structure of the contract itself. Previously, the
Engineers and Newswriters had their own agreements
covered in the same contract. These agreements
were more than 90% redundant with only minor
changes between the two halves. It has long been
suggested to properly merge them into a single
agreement to cut down on pages. That undertaking
was able to be completed during this session. With the
reduction of nearly 40 pages of repetition, this makes
the contract easier to read for all. It also now sets up
both the union and the company for easier bargaining
when we meet again at the table in late 2024.
A sincere thank you to the many members of the
bargaining committee for stepping up during this
difficult bargaining period. We appreciate the efforts of
Alana Alkema, Terry Bates, Rebecca Bodner, Mike
D’Angelo, Glenn Hannigan, Charles Hayes, Audrey
Haynes, Allen Keefner, Greg Lundblad and Jim Ward
just to name a few for being part of the bargaining
committee throughout the almost year it took to reach
a fair agreement.
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CBS Membership Votes to Accept New ThreeYear Agreement, Add New Web Jurisdiction
The IBEW members nationwide working under the
ViacomCBS collective bargaining agreement have
overwhelmingly voted to approve a new three-year
contract extension that will be in effect until 2025.
This agreement was originally set to expire in spring
2021. Traditionally because of the complexity and
number of groups all covered by this national
agreement, bargaining begins a half year prior to
expiration. Since both CBS and the IBEW did not think
it would be beneficial to argue economics in late 2020
during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
membership accepted a one-year extension for 20212022. This extension meant that bargaining would
begin in late 2021 instead - which it did. We bargained
for two weeks in November and then a third week in
February in Philadelphia, PA.
Included in this new contract are very healthy financial
gains, increased health insurance contributions to the
Flex Plan, new sports hiring protocols for per diems,
new job protections for 4.03g employees including just
cause for long-term employees and, perhaps most
importantly, new jurisdiction for the IBEW over CBSN
and CBSn work at the national and local levels
respectively.

All field ENG work done for the Chicago, New York
and Los Angeles CBSn stations are now the exclusive
jurisdiction of IBEW members. Additionally, the CBSN
video producers located in New York employed by
CBS News are joining the national agreement as
4.03g Technicians after an agreement that was
reached with Local 1212 a couple years back.

This web-based jurisdiction did not come easily
however. The IBEW fought hard for these gains which
only came in return for the company’s largest proposal
- the restructuring of the prosumer exceptions to the
jurisdiction. It took nearly 17 days of discussion and
proposals before the team was able to come to an
agreement on the new system and language.
The IBEW bargaining committee felt that this new
jurisdiction was critical to the future of our industry and
that planting our flag in CBSn and CBSN work would
continue to provide jobs for the membership as the
ever-changing landscape of television grows.
National bargaining with ViacomCBS is different than
the traditional bargaining the Local conducts. All of the
proposals between both sides are broken up into
subcommittees, like scheduling, time off, and sports.
The bargaining committee then selects which
subcommittees they are most appropriate to attend.
Once the subcommittees all conclude, the proposals
are then brought back to the big table where the entire
deal is reconstructed as a whole agreement.
Thank you to Jimmy Kimmons, Kathy Grimme and
Scott Wilson from our Local who all did a wonderful
job representing their IBEW Brothers and Sisters at
the table and for helping to reach an agreement.
And a special thanks to International Reps Tim Dixon
and Dominic Macchia for again serving as our lead
negotiators. This was their final time bargaining for
this contract. On behalf of our 1220 members, thank
you and congratulations on your wonderful careers.
Enjoy your well-earned retirements, Brothers!
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Local 1220 and Our Members Recognized at
the 40th IBEW Convention at McCormick Place
For the first time since the 1950’s, the IBEW rolled into
town to conduct the business of an International
Convention at McCormick Place back in early May.
Local 1220 was honored to be one of the hosting
locals in the Chicagoland area to help present the
weeklong event for the 1,750 delegates from 539 local
unions across the United States and Canada.
We are proud to say that Local 1220 and our
members were mentioned on numerous occasions to
by the speakers who attended the Convention.
Mayor of Chicago Lori Lightfoot, who helped draw the
terrific media coverage we saw at the WTTW Strike
media day back on March 21, spoke about our
members enduring difficult times in order to reach fair
labor agreements and that she was proud to stand on
the picket line with our members.
The successful organizing of Colectivo Coffee was
also mentioned at the Convention. Liz Shuler,
President of the AFL-CIO and IBEW member herself,
congratulated the workforce for voting to join the ranks
of the IBEW. International President Lonnie
Stephenson seconded Shuler’s remarks, mentioning
how excited the IBEW was to have the employees at
Colectivo under the IBEW umbrella.
Last but not least, Sr. VP of Technology and Field Ops
for Fox Sports Mike Davies spoke about the utility
training we’ve completed with the employer at Soldier
Field. With COVID-19 hopefully gone, we fully intend
to continue to educate the next generation of
technicians with Fox Sports’ own crew and gear.
You can see these addresses in a compilation video
on the Local 1220 Facebook page.

The star of the show however was President Joe
Biden, who made history by becoming the first ever
sitting POTUS to attend an IBEW Convention. He
spoke to the attendees on Wednesday afternoon
about how important organized labor is for our
countries and the role that unions play in establishing
a strong middle class.

The Local was proudly represented at the Convention
too as a dozen members helped bring the show to life
for the thousands in attendance through one of our
video production contractors. We also were happy to
see our members helping in the IBEW’s media
department where there were plenty of daily video
summaries and packages cut for both the show and
the IBEW’s social platforms. Great job by all of our
members who worked tirelessly to make it happen.
Originally, the Convention was scheduled to take
place in September 2021 but had to be postponed in
the interest of safety. Instead of conducting the show
over Zoom, IP Stephenson pushed for the delaying of
the event until it could be done face-to-face.

Business Manager John Rizzo and Business
Representative Brett Lyons were elected to be
delegates during the May 2021 nomination meeting.
Local 1220 freelancer and steward Danny Scalzo was
elected to attend the event as an alternate.
During the final day of the Convention prior to its
conclusion, IP Stephenson announced that the 41st
IBEW Convention will take place in fall 2026 in
California. This will get the Convention back onto the
normal five-year cycle its traditionally been held.
Check out some of the pictures from the event on the
next couple of pages of the newsletter.
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40th IBEW Convention - May 9-13, 2022
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40th IBEW Convention - May 9-13, 2022
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Coffee Talk
The latest “brew”-haha from our service industry members

Colectivo bargaining
dates are set
The committee will meet
on June 28-29 with one
date in Chicago and one
date in Milwaukee for
our initial sessions
across the table . We’re
ready to get to work
on a first agreement!

Colectivo proposals are
being written now

Thanks to the 60 new
members who completed
surveys, we can now craft
proposals for your
first CBA to be
shared with Locals
1220 and 494.
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Notice of Proposed Bylaw Change
Pursuant to Article XIV of the IBEW Local 1220 bylaws, this newsletter posting shall suffice as official notice that
a bylaw proposal, which was given a first reading at the June 2 membership meeting, will be presented at the
July 7 meeting for amendment. Should the proposal be accepted without amendment, the Local’s Executive
Board shall discuss the proposal at the July 15 meeting. Ballots would be mailed shortly thereafter for
acceptance by the membership if no amendments be required by the Executive Board.

[ Proposed changes to the current bylaw language can be seen below in red font ]

ARTICLE X
Assessments - Admission Fees – Dues
Sec. 5. The monthly dues shall be:
(a) "A" and "BA" Members Basic Dues of $15.00, plus 1.5% of all gross pay.
(b) Applicable International per capita and all assessments to be paid in addition to the above
dues.
(c) Unemployed members and members working outside the jurisdiction of Local 1220
(except as provided in paragraphs (e), (i) and (f) below) shall pay unemployed dues of $2.50
per month plus the International payments provided for in (b) above.
(d) Except as provided in paragraphs (e) and (f) below, all members of the IBEW shall pay
working dues of 1.5% of gross earnings or $4.00, whichever is greater, when working in the
jurisdiction of Local 1220.
(e) Freelance technicians:
(i) All members of IBEW Local 1220 shall pay working dues of 1.5% of gross earnings
or $4.00, whichever is greater, when working as freelance technicians under the
IBEW’s Collective Bargaining Agreement with either Fox Sports Production Co, or CBS
Broadcasting, Inc., without regard to geographic location.
(ii) Members of other IBEW Local Unions listed in the IBEW’s Collective Bargaining
Agreement with either Fox Sports Production Co. or CBS Broadcasting, Inc. shall pay
working dues to their home locals, and not to Local 1220, when working as freelance
technicians in Local 1220’s jurisdiction under either of those collective bargaining
agreements.
(f) Utilities: All IBEW members crewed by Local 1220 to work as utilities under the CBS or
Fox Sports Agreements, and all Local 1220 members crewed by CBS or Fox Sports to work
as utilities under their respective collective bargaining agreements shall pay working dues to
Local 1220 of 1.5% of gross earnings or $4.00, whichever is greater.
(g) Basic dues plus the International payments provided for in (b) above, and unemployed
dues provided for in (c) above, are payable monthly in advance. Working dues of 1.5% of all
gross pay are payable monthly.
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Special Offers for Local 1220 Members

Most IBEW Local 1220 corporate,
sports and station freelancers
benefit from employer contributions
on their behalf to the Entertainment
Industry Flex Plan.
For questions about your health
insurance or 401(k) plan, contact the
Flex Plan by calling them at
323-993-8888 or logging on to
www.flexplan.com.
The Flex Plan team provides
exceptional customer service and
will be happy to answer any and all
of your questions and concerns.
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Upcoming Meeting Dates
All active members are invited to attend our
monthly general membership meetings. Our
meetings will normally follow a Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday pattern each quarter.
Meeting dates for the entire year can be found
on the back of your quarterly member cards.
The remaining meeting dates for 2022 are:
•

Thursday, July 7

•

Wednesday, August 3

•

Thursday, September 8

•

Tuesday, October 4

•

Wednesday, November 2

•

Thursday, December 1

All meetings begin at 7:00 pm.
Dinner and refreshments are always served to
those in attendance.

Dues Reminders
Local 1220 charges two different types of dues basic dues and working dues.
Basic dues allow you to remain in good standing,
continue to work and receive your quarterly card.
Members are to pay their basic dues ahead of
time when a new quarter begins (January 1st,
April 1st, July 1st, October 1st). For 2021: active
“BA” members pay $139.50 per quarter and
active “A” members (IBEW pension participants)
pay $196.50 per quarter.
Working dues, if you owe any, are a result of
your total base earnings - excluding overtime
and other premiums like meal penalties. If you
are not on dues check-off with your employer or
if you are a freelancer, the Local will bill you for
working dues.
Dues payments can be made online, over the
phone or in person at the union office. Please
feel free to contact the hall if you have any
questions with your dues or dues invoices.

We hope to see you at the next union meeting!

Local 1220 Officers & Staff
Business Manager &
Financial Secretary

John Rizzo

President

Glenn Hannigan

Vice President

Terry Bates

Treasurer

Robert Kaiser

Recording Secretary

Steve Eisen

Administrative Assistant

Jackie Sturlis

Stay Connected to the IBEW
Want to read even more news about the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers?
Read the International’s monthly newsletter, The
Electrical Worker, online at
www.ibew.org/media-center/EW-Online.

Business Representatives Brett Lyons
Steve Unterfranz
Executive Board
Juan Guerra
Ray Hornung
Jennifer Howard
David Kenebrew
Alex Maric

Jeff Marozas
Terry Schilling
Jerry Skora
Tom Szklarski
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Contact Us
Mailing Address
1315 Butterfield Road
Suite 224
Downers Grove, IL 60515
Phone Number
773-714-1220
Fax Number
773-693-0009
Email Address

info@ibew1220.org
Website
www.ibew1220.com

About the IBEW
The International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers represents approximately 775,000
members and retirees who work in a wide variety
of fields, including construction, utilities,
manufacturing, telecommunications,
broadcasting, railroads and government. Since
its founding in 1891, the IBEW has dedicated
itself to the well-being of electrical workers and
their families and the achievement of continued
progress on their behalf.
Anything you might expect to read in a business
letter or an email that pertains to this Local and
your part in it will be communicated through this
newsletter. Consider this your dues invoice, your
bylaws updates, your meeting notice and your
call to participate.
The Info Channel newsletter is published by
IBEW Local 1220 in Downers Grove, Illinois.
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